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NEWS AND NOTES
The following list of the major explorations in the Eastern Hemisphere in 1972 has
been received from Paul Courbon, Paris, France:
FRANCE: August, SSPPO
SSPPO (Pau) and SGCAF (Grenoble) reached the terminal siphon
ofCAMBOU DE LIARD (-908 m).
August, "Abime
"AMme Club Toulonnaise" found new extensions in CHOURUM
CHOURUM DES
AIGUILLES. Climbings of 505 m
rn give
give a total depth of 980 m.
September, 3 individual cavers reached the bottom of GOUFFRE d'APHANICE
d' APHANICE
(-504 m). At -155 m there was a free fall drop of 328 m. Exploration was made
with jumars and 9 mm ropes.
October, 3 individual cavers reached the terminal siphon of SCIALET DE GENIEUX
(-675 m). This cave has been discovered in May.
May.
IRAN: Individual English cavers reached the terminal siphon of GHAR PARAU
(-751 m).
ITALY: August, G.S. Monfalcone reached -513 min ABISSO
ABISSO DELLA GENZIANELLA.
The bottom of the cave was not reached.
ABISSO DAVANZO.
Christmas, Commissione Grotte Goegan reached -735 min ABISSO
They stopped before a lake.
Christmas, G.S. Bologna and G.S. Bagni di Lucca reached -522 m in BUCA
BUCA GRANDE
DI MONTE PELATO. They stopped before a meander.
MARROCO: August, Speleo Club de Bois (France) found new extensions in KEF
TOGHOBEIT, the cavers stopping above a shaft. (at -560 m).
SPAIN: August, Societe Speleologique de Bourgogne (France) reached -853 min
SUMIDERO DE CELLAGUA. The cavers stopped above a 15 m shaft.
SWISS: Christmas, an interclub expedition of SSS
SSS reached -565 in Blirenschacht. They
stopped above a pitch.
Holloch reached 115 km.
January, total length of Hblloch
GAMSOVO
YOUGOSLAVIA: PD Zeleznicar Ljubljana reached -615 m in BREZNO POD GAMSOVO
GLAVICO. They stopped before a tight meander.
USSR: In December, the total length of PESCHTSCHERA OPTIMITITSCHESKAJA
reached 92 km.
The AMCS Newsletter needs your trip reports, articles, news, reviews, area maps, and cave
We can convert your color transparencies to black and white for publication and remaps. We
hassle for you because of a lack of equipment,
turn them to you. If drafting a map is a hassle
write us and tell us what the map is like. We
We will be able to ink a limited number of maps
for those who can't.
The AMCS solicits your manuscripts for the Cave
Cave Report Series and the Bulletin. If you
have ideas for a Cave
Cave Report Series or a Bulletin write or talk to the AMCS Publications
Editor, Terry Raines. Recent Bulletins have been devoted to biology because nothing
else has been available. The AMCS is eager to balance out its publications with more
material for the caver and more geological, historical, or archeological material.
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EDITORIAL
The Newsletter of the Association for Mexican Cave
Cave Studies has for several years
struggled through dark times. Issues have come out rarely and in recent years have been of
high technical quality but generally out-dated and lacking in the kind of material which the
membership has wanted to see.
It is the goal of the present staff of the Newsletter to see that each issue is published
regularly and that it contains as much current material as is supplied to us by AMCS
AMCS members. We
We actively solicit articles, maps, photographs, and trip reports. But in order for
these to be of general interest they should be as current as possible. No one really is excited
to see a trip report on a cave trip to an area now visited by everyone in the AMCS. The first
trip to an area is an exciting event to read about. It is no longer so interesting after the
tenth trip. Trip reports should be sent to us immediately. We
will accept handwritten copy
We will
on napkins if necessary.
In addition to current material the AMCS files contain many trip reports which have
never found their way into print. Many of these are hopelessly outdated, but many contain
Maps and photographs have languished
information still not available to AMCS members. Maps
in the files for years. We
We intend, as space permits, to publish these old trip reports and maps.
If you have old maps you want to see printed send them to us and we guarantee that they
will be quickly published.
Above all, however, we intend to see that the AMCS Newsletter is issued every two
months and that all current material is given precedence over older copy. There is no reason
why the Newsletter cannot be made a vital part of the AMCS once again.
The staff of the AMCS has received an extraordinary amount of criticism by many
members because of the concentration on the biology of Mexican caves.
caves. These same members, who have assaulted us day after day with criticism, have failed to supply anything
else to be printed during this period. Cave Report Series have not been written, trip reports
else
have not been prepared, maps have not been drafted. This issue of the Newsletter consists
largely of trip reports written by biologists about trips primarily for biological collecting.
Still they contain information about the caves
caves visited and include maps of several caves.
caves.
This is unfortunate, not because the current issue is about biology (it is not), but because
Walsh)
only two AMCS members who are not biologists (Amador Cantu, Jr., and Mike Walsh)
have supplied us with copy. For the Newsletter to be a success we must have the support
of all of the membership of the AMCS. Many people have complained about the AMCS
AMCS
Newsletter. They are being given
given their chance to support it-in effect they have the opportunity to make of it whatever they want. It is up to the membership to produce an outstanding, current publication or to let it die for lack of support.

-James Reddell
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TRIP REPORTS

Persons: Francis Abernethy, Robert W. Mitchell, James Reddell, Pierre Strinati
Date: 1-7
1-7 June 1967
Destination: Sierra de Guatemala and Sierra de EI
EI Abra, Tamaulipas and San Luis Potosf
PotosI
Reported by: James Reddell
1 June: Dr. Pierre Strinati of Geneva, Switzerland, flew to Lubbock with the intention
of visiting biologically interesting caves
caves in Texas and Mexico. He was met by Dr. Robert
Mitchell and they drove to San Antonio where Dr. Francis Abernethy of Nacogdoches
and I met them.
2 June: We
We drove all night, arriving in Brownsville at 7:30 a.m. in a driving rainstorm.
We
We drove on to Rancho del Cielo in the Sierra de Guatemala. There we found Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs. John Hunter and talked with them for about two hours.
We collected on the surface before driving up to Cueva de la Mina. This in3 June: We
teresting and attractive cave contained salamanders, frogs, isopods, millipeds, and a
single blind Trechini (later lost). Cueva de la Mina is the largest cave in the vicinity of
the ranch and contains large formations, flowstone, pools, and travertine dams. From
here we drove back to Rancho del Cielo where we ate supper with the Hunters.
4 June: We
We drove to San Jose from the ranch and from here we were guided to
Cueva de El Infiernillo (see AMCS Bulletin 1, p. 52). We
We made collections here and
then were guided on to a new cave which is named Cueva del Remolino. This cave is
more interesting than Cueva de El Infiernillo. The entrance is smaller and so it is sometimes called the "cueva chica." We
We explored about 300 m of large walking passage and
did not make a careful exploration in any sense. The cave is floored with massive
breakdown and deep crevices drop down to lower passages
passages and mazes under the breakdown. A careful map and exploration of the cave is badly needed. After leaving this
cave we drove on south to Valles.
Valles.
S June: We
We first went to Cueva de Taninul n. 1 where we explored a 7 m deep crevice
not previously entered. It went nowhere but Dr. Strinati was interested to see the vast
number of ricinuleids in the cave. After leaving here we drove south to Cueva Chica
where we made collections of invertebrates and of blind fish.
6 June: We
We began the return trip, but first stopped at Cueva de El Pach6n to see
the blind fish and then in Grutas de Quintero to see cirolanid isopods and mysidaceans.
mysirlaceans.
7 June: We
We drove back to Austin where Dr. Abernethy and I were left. Mitchell and
Strinati then returned to Lubbock by way of various Texas caves.
caves.
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Persons: John George, Robert Mitchell, James Reddell, Francis Rose
Date: 25 January to 3 February 1968
Destination: Sierra de Guatemala and Sierra de El Abra, Tamaulipas and San Luis Potosi
Reported by: James Reddell
25 January: We
We left Lubbock about 6:00 p.m. and drove all night with car trouble developing by the time we reached Brownsville.
26 January: A new engine had to be put in the car so we spent all day in Brownsville. We
We
spent the night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hunter. Mr. Hunter is the business director
of Rancho del Cielo.
27 January: We
We left Brownsville about 3:00 p.m. and drove directly to Rancho del Cielo,
Tamaulipas, arriving at about 9:20. After having coffee with a group of students from Southmost College we drove up to Cueva de la Mina in the rain. Cueva de la Mina is a very attractive cave about 33 m deep and a hundred meters long. It contains many beautiful and
completely unvandalized formations. Its primary interest to us, however, lay in its unique
fauna. This fauna includes blind scorpions, beetles, pseudoscorpions, etc. We
We found the cave
to be very cold and unusually unproductive in animal life. We
We did collect several frogs inside the entrance room. Other fauna included large spiders in the Scorpion Room, and spiders, snails, isopods, millipeds, etc., in the main room of the cave. After about two hours of
collecting we drove back to the ranch and spent the night at Mr. Hunter's cabin.
28 January: We
Porvenir (formerly La Perra) where we
We drove in a light rain and fog to EI Parvenir
had heard of a cave in the vicinity of Agua Linda. We
We were directed to Cueva de la Capilla
(also known as Cueva de la Perra). The cave entrance is located in a highly karsted area on
a hillside and about 15 m above the road. The entrance itself is about 7 m high and 10m
wide arid a steep breakdown slope leads down into a large room. To the right an alcove
leads back about 35 m while to the left a slope leads up over breakdown and into a passage
about 7 m wide and ranging in height from 1 or 2 m to 7 m. After 65 m a steep slope drops
down over flowstone for about 12
12 m into a room 33 m wide, 20 m high, and 15 m long with
a flat dirt floor. A steep slope up over breakdown and flowstone leads an additional 130 m
before exploration was stopped. The cave has many formations and is generally very attractive and unvandalized. It is not known if it continues much beyond the point of our exploration, but it gets small. The total length of the cave is about 335 m. Few animals were
present before the flowstone slope, but at the bottom of the slope there were found blind
beetles of the tribe Trechini representing a new species; planaria, isopods, dytiscid beetles,
and earthworms were found in a small pool. A few millipeds, eyeless crickets, snails, bats,
centipeds, spiders, and collembolans were also collected. From here we drove back down
to Rancho del Cielo.
29 January: We
We drove down to Chamal and to the ranch of Mr. Glenn Taylor. He directed us to a guide who took us to Bee Cave (see AMCS
AMCS Bulletin 1, p. 53). We
We rigged the
entrance and promptly taught Drs. George and Rose how to rappel. They did very well
so we got into the cave in good time. At the bottom we went directly to the fish pool
and, while Rose, George, and Mitchell hunted fish I collected invertebrates on the mud
slope over the fish pool. I found a new genus of milliped, the second species (undescribed)
of the genus Mexicambala, and other invertebrates. Dr. Mitchell caught blind isopods and
mysidaceans as well as several fish. Since we only had two sets of ascenders it took us
longer than it should have to leave the cave and we did not get back to the ranch house
until after dark. We
We spent the night under a car-shed on Mr. Taylor's ranch.
30 January: After a hearty breakfast fed to us by Mrs. Taylor we drove south to EI
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Venadito, after a stop at Grutas de Quintero on the way. We found Quintero being
cave. A huge hole had also
heavily mined and several
several deep shafts dug in the floor of the cave.
been excavated immediately above the large lake. We collected mysids, cirolanids, and
beetles in this cave. At El Venadito we obtained a guide to the S6tano de El Venadito.
Dr. Mitchell descended the entrance pit and spent a short time searching for lost camera
cave. He found the rimstone pool too deep
gear reported to have been dropped in the cave.
to free dive
dive so, since time was very short, we left without going deeper into the cave.
We
We drove on to Valles and spent the night in the Hotel Casa Grande.
31 January: While
While Mitchell and Rose went to the S6tano de Pichijumo and Sotanito
de Montecillos George and I went to Cueva Chica, whereweseined blind fish for use in
oxygen consumption studies by Drs. Rose and Mitchell. After leaving
leaving Cueva Chica we
went to the Rf 0 Tamuf n where we were joined by 15 naked boys who "helped" us
sein fish.
fish. Dr. Rose and Dr. Mitchell entered both the S6tano de Pichijumo and the Sotanito de Montecillos where they collected blind fish. They did not go beyond the first
cave.
fish pools in either cave.
1 February: We drove to Los Sabinos in the morning where we encountered Mike and
Lynn Collins, Jerry Broadus, and Joe Cepeda. While
While Dr. Rose and Dr. George seined
surface fish in streams north of Valles,
Valles, Mitchell and I joined forces with the UT crew
and went to S6tano del Tigre. This was a very pleasant and impressive
impressive trip into the
cave.
cave. Mitchell and I went directly to the Ricinulid Passage
Passage where we collected about
alive and made general collections of other fauna. We returned to the
200 ricinuleids alive
entrance and joined the UT crew who had been mapping and we all exited together.
We left Valles
2 February: We
Valles and drove north to El Pach6n, where we entered Cueva
de El Pach6n and collected fish and schizomids. From here we drove back to Brownsville,
ville, arriving
arriving about midnight.
3 February: After an all night drive we got into Lubbock about 3:00 p.m.
Persons: Bart Cook, Suzanne Fowler, Fred Howell, R.W.Mitchell,
R.W.Mitchell, Cecil Parker, James Reddell,
Ginny Tipton, and Gary Tucker
Date: 7-15 March 1969
1969
Destination: Cd. Valles, San Luis POtOSI
Reported by: James Reddell
7 March: Dr. Robert W. Mitchell and his class in Arachnology left Lubbock at 6:30 p.m.
and drove all night, delayed only by hitting a deer and putting out a headlight.
Brownsville for breakfast, delayed there by the jeep pulling
8 March: We arrived at Brownsville
loose and hitting a car in the cafe parking lot. Drove on into Mexico and arrived at
G6mez Farras
Farfas about 6:00 p.m. We loaded up the jeep and with Mitchell, Fowler, and
Howell aboard took off, the rest of us walking. They drove on to Rancho del Cielo and
then came back for the rest of us.
We then collec9 March: We collected on the surface on the way to Cueva de la Mina. We
ted in Cueva de la Mina
Mina for several
several hours. Collecting was excellent and we found a new
species of troglobitic pseudoscorpion, cirolanid isopods (the first collection from a high
We then returned to the
altitude cave), and the first troglobitic planarian from Mexico. We
ranch and spent the night there.
We left the ranch about 10:00 a.m., but since one of our members became
10 March: We
lost in a dense fog and was not found until 4:00 p.m. we had time to visit only the sink-
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hole immediately beyond the turnoff to Rancho del Cielo from the main G6mez Fadas
Farias
road. Lack of equipment prevented its full exploration but it is over 30 m deep. We
We
camped at the Nacimiento del Rio Fdo.
Frfo.
11
11 March: We
We visited Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Fdo
Frfo and made a nice collection
of amblypygids and spiders of the genus Ctenus. In the arroyo below the cave we collected a surface species of ricinuleid. Spent the night at the entrance to Cueva de la Florida,
making a quick trip in before we went to bed.
12 March: We
We spent several
several hours in Cueva de la Florida collecting ticks, schizomids,
ricinuleids, spiders, etc., with considerable success. On the way out that afternoon we
stopped by Cueva de El Pach6n where our collections included a new genus and species
of milliped of the family Trichopolydesmidae. This is one of the few troglobites known
We spent the night in the Hotel
from the Sierra de El Abra so it is an outstanding find. We
Condesa.
13 March: We
We spent several hours in S6tano de la Tinaja where we collected many
schizomids, opilionids, etc.
14 March: We
We drove back to Alice where we spent the night at Richard Albert's home.
15 March: We
We drive in rain to Boerne where we collect rare palpigrades for four hours,
then drive on to Lubbock in rain and heavy snow.
16 March: We
We arrived in Lubbock in a heavy snowstorm about 6:00 a.m.

Persons: Ann Barton, Mel
Mel Brownfield, Jerry Cooke, William
William Elliott, Masaharu Kawakatsu,
William Russell, Ginny Tipton, Suzanne Wiley
Wiley
Robert Mitchell, James Reddell, William
Date: 9-16 January 1971
Destination: Rancho del Cielo, Sierra de Guatemala, Tamaulipas
Reported by: William
William Elliott
9 January: Elliott, who had spent the previous week in the Sierra de El Abra with Jim
Shepperd, met the rest of the crew as they arrived from the States at G6mez Farfas. Dr.
Kawakatsu, a Japanese cave
cave flatworm specialist, was our distinguished guest this trip.
We reached Rancho del Cielo after dark and set up shop in John Hunter's cabin.
10 January: Most of the day was spent mapping and collecting in Cueva de la Mina (see
map). This highly decorated cave contains many species of troglobites. Eyeless flatworms
were collected for Mitchell and Kawakatsu's work.
11
11 January: We
We drove up to the town of El Porvenir and to Cueva de la Capilla nearby.
This is the largest cave
cave in the Rancho del Cielo area (see map). The day was spent surveying the cave, photographing cave animals and the large, terminal room, and chopping
a trail down the slope from the small entrance to a nearby lumbering road. The vastness
of the big room and the extreme amount of flowstone, along with the variety of interesting
animals, made for a very interesting day. We
We collected diving beetles with reduced eyes,
flatworms, aquatic earthworms, and other animals. A large, terrestrial flatworm was seen
near the small entrance. Back at the cabin that night, some of us drafted cave maps or
photographed flatworms while the others mapped nearby Crystal Cave (see map).
12 January: We
We mapped Harrison Sinkhole, which is immediately behind Hunter's
cabin. A variety of arthropods was collected in the litter at the bottom of the entrance
Wiley and some of the others tried to locate Cueva del Rancho
shaft (see map). Reddell, Wiley
del Cielo n. 7 but were unsuccessful. Mitchell and Barton drove Kawakatsu to Tampico
so that he could catch his plane back to Sapporo, Japan.
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13 January: We
We returned to El Porvenir and to Cueva
Cueva de la Capilla, where we made
additions to the now drafted map. Following the lumbering road and then a trail up the
hill from Capilla, we found Cueva Chica de la Perra. Unfortunately we didn't have time
to map this one, which has five
five entrances and is perhaps 100 m or more long. We
We collected two Plecotus mexicanus bats, which turned out be a range extension for the species.
species.
South of El Porvenir we found the small S6tano de El Porvenir on the right side of the
road. Elliott entered it and surveyed the bottom. Upon exiting, we found that Elliott's
truck had two flats. Luckily, we found some lumbermen in El Porvenir who repaired
them with the most primitive of tools. We spent the night outside Cueva de la Capilla.
14 January: Further exploration and photography in Cueva de la Capilla. Across the
nearby lumbering road and down in a ravine, we found the large entrance to Cueva de
las Perlas (see map). We mapped this cave in very little time and found more flatworms.
On the way back to Rancho del Cielo at night, Elliott's truck had a violent blowout
We returned later with a spare tire from
which reverberated through the cloud forest. We
another truck.
15 January: After having another flat on the road down to G6mez Farfas, we finally
split up, Mitchell et a1. returning to Lubbock, and Elliott, Reddell, and Russell continuing on to Grutas de Quintero to collect isopods for Elliott's thesis work. In Mante
Elliott purchased a recapped General Popo, which became the best tire on his rig.
16 January: Drove to San Antonio, where Reddell and Russell picked up their car
Lubbock, pulling Mitchell's jeep behind
and returned to Austin. Elliott continued on to LUbbock,
him. After losing a universal joint on the way, Elliott limped into Lubbock the next day
in front wheel drive.
Miles Abernathy, Jan Lewis,
Lewis, Ann Lucas, James Reddell, Terry Raines, Jack White
Persons: Miles
Date: 21-29 November 1972
Destination: Aquism6n and Xilitla, San Luis Potosi
Reported by: James Reddell
We left Austin in Jack White's van and drove to near Victoria before sleeping for a few
hours. From here we went to S6tano (=Cueva) de San Rafael de los Castros. This small but
interesting cave was mapped and a small collection made in it. We
We then drove to Grutas de
Quintero and slept in the cave
cave to avoid the rain.
The morning of November 23rd we drove to Aquism6n where we encountered two
car loads of cavers
cavers from San Antonio, Houston, and San Marcos.
Marcos. About 1:30 p.m. we began the long hike to S6tano de las Golondrinas. Jack wanted to make a study of the plant
life at the bottom of the pit, Terry wanted to measure the entrance drop with the French
surveying string, and I wanted to make surface collections and visit some of the other caves
caves
in the area. The hike was pleasant, if tiring, and we arrived about 6:00. Here I found that
I had been adopted by a 9 year old Indian boy, Eraclio Gonzalez, who had apparently run
Besides sharing my food and sleeping bag (muddy
away from home to join the spelunkers. Besides
clothes and all) he was an invaluable help in collecting and found most of the interesting
bugs which were found on the trip. The night was made miserable by a steady drizzle and
no real shelter. The next morning Jack entered the pit and made a good collection of
plants and invertebrates. In the afternoon we crashed through the brush and spectacular
Bill Russell had directed me too, S6tano de
karst above Golondrinas looking for a pit Bill
Guadalupe. We
We finally found it, but an enormous ant colony had taken up residence at
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the entrance and were in the process of filling the cave as well. They attacked vigorously
and unceasingly and only Terry could ignore them enough to make a flying trip through
the cave. Since it had a 15 m entrance drop and since the rope quickly became covered
with ants this was definitely above and beyond the call of duty. But Terry managed to
get a small collection of insects, millipeds, and flatworms. It rained again that night and
continued to be cold and miserable the next day so we walked back down to Aquism6n.
We
We drove into Valles for supper and joined a huge mob at the Los Sabinos campground.
The morning of November 26th Jan, Miles, and Ann left us to return to Austin. We
drove on above Xilitla and took the Xilitlilla turnoff and drove to the cave at the end of
the road. This cave was used by Pemex to obtain water for a test well they were drilling
high in the mountains. It had previously been visited by Ronnie Fieseler who called it
Cueva de la Bomba. It is now called by some local people Cueva del Agua, but it was first
We mapped it and made a
described by F. Bonet, who used the name Cueva de la Laja. We
good collection. We
We camped along the road.
The next morning we visited a s6tano on a narrow ridge to the south above the
Xilitlilla road. This we named S6tano del Rancho de la Barranca. It was located on a
hillside and dropped about 30 m into a single room from which no passages extend.
Terry and Jack entered and mapped it. As he exited Jack was attacked by a band of
vicious wasps and very badly stung before he could finally pull himself over the lip of
the drop. One stung him on the eye and it swelled shut. From here we drove to Cueva
de los Potrerillos where a good collection was made and where we camped.
On the 28th we drove back along the old road from Xilitla and stopped off at
Cueva de El Jobo to collect and map the cave. Collecting was excellent and it was a
good WilY
way to end the trip, so we headed home, arriving about 4:00 a.m. the morning
of the 29th.
Persons: David McKenzie, Martha Helen McKenzie, Stuart Murphy, and James Reddell
Date: 22 December 1972 - 8 January 1973
Destination: Oaxaca
Reported by: James Reddell
With the exception of very limited areas areound Huautla and north of Sola de Vega
the karst of Oaxaca was almost completely unknown in late 1972. Biological collecting
in the Huautla region had given promise of really good collections, so the Christmas and
New Years holiday of 1972-1973 was spent on a reconnaissance trip to several regions of
Oaxaca. The following account is a brief summary of the trip. It points up one thing:
the potential of the area is fantastic and deserves a great deal of attention from AMCS
members who wish to find extensive systems.
22 December: We
We left Austin at 12:30 a.m. and drove all night. At Tres Palos we went
south on a "short cut!' to Soto La Marina. A maze of obscure desert trails finally led us
after six hours to the new and still unfinished road from Jimenez to Soto La Marina. We
arrived at the ferry to find it broken. After an hour or so delay we were finally able to
We drove south to a place called Santa Juana and slept.
cross the ferry. We
23 December: We
We drove on to Aldama and located directions to Cueva de los Cuarteles.
This cave, located very near the south Texas cavers, is certainly inexcusably neglected. It
has not been surveyed nor fully explored. The cave is located on a low hill overlooking a
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large, attractive nacimiento. A steel ladder has been placed in the principle entrance,
which is a circular sink about 10m in diameter and 6 m deep with a large tree growing
from the entrance. Three main passages
passages lead from this entrance chamber. One straight
ahead leads into a complex of small rooms and crawls which, though good for collecting,
were only poorly explored. They lead toward a nearby sinkhole with a cave at the bottom so they will
will probably connect to this entrance. To the left from the entrance chamber
a low passage
passage leads into a long (300 m or more) winding series of rooms inhabited by large
several species. Guano covers the floor and parts of the cave in this
numbers of bats of several
direction are really miserable. After about 300 m two more entrances are located, through
Several promising leads from this area were not
one of which it will be possible to exit. Several
explored. From the entrance chamber the third main passage
passage is a low, fairly inconspicuous
crawl which leads after about 15 m into a large running tunnel 10m high and up to 30 m
wide. This tunnel, with several short side branches, has a flat dirt floor and intersects a
spectacular entrance to the surface every few hundred feet. These entrances usually contain large trees with tremendous vines, used as swings by local children. After about 1000
m the main passage
passage terminates in a huge entrance sink about 100 m long. The cave was
not completely explored, will be incredibly easy to map, and is of great geological and
biological interest. From here we drove south of Tampico and camped.
24 December: We
We arrived at AcatIan
Acatlan late at night, walked around for a while and then
decided to drive on to Tezonapa to inquire about the rumored Grutas de Tezonapa reported in Pemex' booklet on Mexican caves.
We picked up a few leads, but otherwise
caves. We
cave. We
We camped near Tezonapa.
found nothing concrete on the famed cave.
25 December: We decided to check out a lead we had gotten the night before in
We drove to Rancho CaraTezonapa and try to locate the famed Cueva de Carta Luna. We
colon the Rio Tonto and after making inquiries decided it was too far to go to Carta
Luna, but we were told of a cave up the Rio Tonto a few hours ride by dugout canoe.
So we piled into a large dugout and were rowed for two hours up the Rio Tonto to Cueva
de Ungurria. Collecting was fairly good and the fauna included a 2 m long fer-de-lance
(locally called a palanka) which was
was in a crawlway near the entrance and which barely
missed David
David when it struck at him. The cave
cave is located on a karst hillside only a few
feet above the level
level of the RIo Tonto. The river level
level is much-raised since the construction of the Presa Miguel
Miguel Aleman, so that there was no vertical potential to the cave.
cave.
Above us, however, loomed the mass of the mountains of the Zongolica region where
the famed Cueva de Carta Luna is rumored to be. Even here, however, the mushroom
eaters have caused problems. A cave
cave not far from Rancho Caracol (across the river also)
is supposed to be inhabited by hippies. Cueva de Ungurria is entered by an opening
passage extends for about 30 m, then up a flowabout 8 m in diameter. A flat-floored passage
passage to the right leads into a comstone mound and for a short distance further. A passage
plex of slightly lower passages,
passages, distinguished by enormous roots and a large population
of amblypygids. The total length of the cave
cave is only about 300 m. Collecting, however,
was very good and we found several new troglobitic species of great interest. We
was
We were
then rowed back down the Rio Tonto, watching beautiful black and white water birds
as they sat on the stumps of submerged trees, and trailed our hands in the warm water.
A really fine way to spend Christmas Day, all thoughts of football, cold weather, school,
and traffic completely gone. Our can of boned turkey was as good a Christmas dinner
as we could imagine. From Rancho de Caracol we drove to another lead south of Acatlan
at Rancho Campo Chico. En route we checked a cave
cave (Cueva de La Junta) near the road.
It extends for about 100 m before ending. It is dry and dusty, with small breakdown
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over much of the floor and of little interest. We
We arrived at Campo Chico, talked to Luis
Calderon, the caretaker, and were given
given permission to camp on the patio of the house
there.
26 December: In the morning we were directed to Cueva del Nacimiento del RIo San
Antonio. A small stream exits from below a series of travertine dams which rise above
the nacimiento to end at a small opening from which water runs during times of flood.
A second entrance is located about 20 m away and slightly higher on the hillside. The
lower entrance leads into a small room, down a drop, and then into a fairly low area
passage of the cave.
cave. A slope up to
about 70 m long. At this point it opens into the main passage
the right leads to a wide, formation "room" which connects to the right to the upper
entrance. The main cave passage
passage extends about 50 m farther before encountering a
deep lake in which we found blind catfish and crayfish. The main passage
passage then extends
11 m high. The stream can
for 350 m as a stream channell 0 to 30 m wide and up to 11
usually be avoided by walking along wide sand and mud banks, but it is seldom more
than 0.5 m deep anyway. The passage
passage ends in a steep breakdown mountain about
25 m high. No opening could be found through the breakdown. About midway along
the main passage
passage on the left a climb 3 m high leads up into the main side passage.
passage. This
passage
passage extends 240 m to a junction. A passage
passage to the left extends 50 m to an intersection of three passages.
passages. These remain unexplored. After 120 m a second intersection
is reached. An inconspicuous hole between formations leads into a passage
passage 390 m long.
It ends in a siphon, although a crevice in the ceiling near the end may go. After 210m
a scramble down over flowstone leads into a complex area of narrow crawls and fissures.
Beyond this passage
passage the cave
cave extends for 420 m at which point exploration and mapping
ceased. The side passage
passage is very attractive, easy walking, and as far as explored required
no special equipment except inner tubes. Many very attractive stalactites, stalagmites,
and totem poles are found. The cave
cave is among the more interesting and attractive in
Mexico. We
We left with the resolve to return to map it. To add to its speleological
interest it was of incredible biological interest. In addition to blind catfish (only the
second troglobitic catfish from Mexico and the only one from a true cave
cave situation
known in North America), we collected troglobitic crayfish, shrimp, isopods, millipeds,
silverfish, diplurans, collembolans, spiders, and a host of non-troglobites. We
We spent the
night in the patio at the house at Campo Chico.
27 December: On the way from Campo Chico we stopped by Cueva de La Junta for
collecting and checked a second small nearby cave, Cueva Chica de La Junta. This is a
small opening about 50 m to the left of Cueva de La Junta and consists of a single
single passage about 20 m long. A small pit in the floor leads nowhere. From here we drove towards
Valle Nacional. At km 54.2 on the road from Tuxtepec to Valle Nacional we stopped to
caves. We
We were directed to a small cave which we called Cueva de Lorna
inquire about caves.
del Carmen. This is a small cave with several entrances and a total length of only about
We spent the night in a hotel in Valle Nacional where we obtained a room for
40 m. We
foUl
four people for 20 pesos.
28 December: We
We first drove north of Valle Nacional to a small group of houses
where we were guided to Cueva del Guano. The entrance to the cave is near the head of
a small arroyo which crosses the highway. A slope down leads into a large bat chamber,
perhaps 40 m in diameter and 10m high. The floor was deep in guano ann the air was
filled with gnats, bats, and ammonia. After about 50 m a steep slope leads down to a
horizontal passage.
passage. After a short distance a stream passage
passage is intersected. Upstream we
waded for about 100 m before encountering a long pool with low clearance. The stream
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contained numerous large blind shrimp and blind crayfish. The latter were eagerly
passage extended for about
collected by our guides for their supper. Downstream the passage
passage is about 5 m wide and up to 7 m high. The floor contains gradually
100 m. The passage
deepening water, but siphoned just as the water became 3 m deep or more. A stream
exiting through breakdown in the arroyo is doubtless the cave
cave stream. The cave was
exciting biologically and deserves to be mapped and more carefully explored. From
here we went to the famed Grutas de Monteflor in the small village of Monteflor. A
averaging 15
15 m wide by 20 m
small entrance leads into a series of mud-floored rooms, averaging
long by 5-8 m high. After about 100 ill a narrow crevice leads into a final room. A side
passage
passage leads through a long series of small rooms and passages,
passages, largely filled with forcave contains an abundance of formations, but it is very heavily vandalized.
mations. The cave
Collecting was good and the cave needs to be mapped. From here we returned to Valle
Nacional to eat. At night we drove north to a large spring, used locally as a swimming
and bathing place. This is called the Manantiales Monteflor and is a really pleasant place
to swim or wade. We
We collected a few shrimp of a new species.
species.
29 December: We drove a few km north of Valle Nacional and waded across the
river running parallel to the highway. We
We first were directed to Cueva del Brujo. This
is a fairly small 150 m long maze cave with at least three entrances. Collecting was poor
so we went on to the better-known cave in the area, Cueva del Guayabo. The entrance
to this cave is located on the hillside and is a slope-in entrance into a large dry entrance
chamber. A slope up over breakdown leads into a single
single long passage
passage up to 10m in
cave. After about 500 m
width and 8 m high. Collecting was excellent throughout the cave.
level. Downstream the passa steep barely climbable mud slope leads down to a lower level.
age was unchecked. Upstream the passage
passage continues with small pools of water conage
passage extends for an additional 500 m, finally breaking
taining blind crayfish. The passage
arid rooms, not very thoroughly checked. Tiny pools in
several crawlways arid
up into several
one contained rare aquatic isopods. The cave is an interesting one, with some potential,
deserves further study. We stayed again in Valle Nacional. In general the immediate
and deserves
area around Valle Nacional has little potential for deep caves,
caves, but there is the definite
possibility to find extensive cave
cave systems. Rumors abound of large caves
caves and deep pits
several
several hours to a day's walk up into the mountains.
30 December: We continued on the road from Valle Nacional to Oaxaca,hoping
to see good karst on the way. In general we were disappointed and in only one place,
a large poljeat about 3000 m, did we see any karst. Attempts to locate caves
caves finally
led us to a single
single cave, Cueva de las Ladrones. This was a single
single chamber rumored to
be inhabited by robbers. It was about 10m in diameter and of limited interest. Other
We drove on to San Sebastian
caves
caves in the polje are rumored but will require a guide. We
de las Grutas and camped.
31 December: In the morning we were guided to Cueva de Llano Grande (elevation
2010 m). This is a complex of small rooms and breakdown slopes on edges below two
main rooms. The cave contains many formations but is not particularly promising.
Collecting was excellent. We then went to Grutas de San Sebastian. This cave was
earlier visited by Bill
Bill and Carol Russell and Ann and Dave Honea (see AMCS NewsNewsletter, 111:70-71), but they did not enter the main pit to the stream passage.
passage. A treacherous and extremely difficult climb leads down 10m to a large stream. A rope is
definitely needed as a handline. Downstream the passage
passage continues for only about
passage with only a meter
75 m before siphoning. Upstream it extends as a walking passage
passage terminates in a high
or less
less of water on the floor. After about 100 m the passage
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breakdown mountain through which the water pours. Attempts to go over and through
We camped near the cave.
this mountain were unsuccessful. Collecting was good. We
1 January: We
We drove north of Grutas de San Sebastian and checked pits along the
way. Only one cave of any note, Sotano de los Arboles, a 30 m unclimbable pit,
passages lead from this chamber. A large dolina was entered just
was explored. No passages
at dark and a km long dry stream channel winding its way across the floor of the dolina ends abruptly in a 10m deep unclimbable drop. Local rumors abound of deep
pits and larger caves,
caves, so the potential of the area is quite good and deserves considerable attention. We drove west of Oaxaca and camped.
2 January: We
We drove to Nochixtlan and then north to near the small settlement
of Santa Catarina where we located Cueva de Santa Catarina. An impressive arroyo
single low mud-floored passage exenters a sink about 15 m deep and 30 m long. A single
We then drove down
tends 30 m before becoming too plugged with mud to continue. We
the incredible canyon road into the town of Apoala. Apoala lies in a fairyland setting
atop what is apparently a 30 m high travertine dam over which falls a spectacular
waterfall. The water from the waterfall is now channeled into irrigation canals on top
of the waterfall and used to irrigate a large rice crop. In driving down into the canyon all that can be seen is the incredible green oasis of the rice fields, surrounded by
300 m high limestone cliffs. A leisurely hike up the river leads after a few minutes
to a cave entrance along the left side of the canyon. A stream exits through breakdown below the cave
cave entrance and joins the main river. A slope down over breakdown
leads to the stream level.
level. One passage
passage to the left leads up into a high sloping room
30 m high, 10m wide, and 30 m long. The main stream channel extends a reported
500 m or more but lack of flotation gear prevented our exploring it. Collecting was
fairly good but will
will doubtless be better in the back sections of the cave. From here
we returned back up onto the top of the canyon and camped. The elevation of
Apoala is about 2200 m.
3 January: The terrain here is a very strange barren karst landscape. Large dolinas
with sloping walls are cultivated to a large extent. Few lead into caves,
caves, however. One
15 m entrance drop
which does ends in a sotano called El Comedor del Diablo. A 15
leads to a couple of other small drops and finally a 50 m long crawl to the top of
a 50 m drop. Without a tie-off and lacking bolts we were unable to descend this drop,
but the cave is reportedly quite deep. A reconnaissance of the area around El Comedor
del Diablo led to the discovery of several small blind pits and a couple of unchecked
sotanos. With more time doubtless some very interesting finds will be made here. The
elevation of Comedor del Diablo is about 2500 m, so you have a potential of at least
300 m and possibly much more. From here we drove to north of Huajuapan and
camped.
4-6 January: We
We then spent the next three
We drove to Campo Chico and camped. We
cave. All was surveyed which was explored (see
days surveying and collecting the cave.
above for description) but we were forced by lack of time and a steady deterioration
of equipment and energy to leave with many leads unchecked.
7 January: We
We completed the long drive back to Austin, arriving early in the
morning of January 8th.
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Persons: Mary Butterwick, David McKenzie, Martha Helen McKenzie, Stuart Murphy,
and James Reddell
Date: 16 February - 14 May 1973
Destination: Southeastern Mhico and Yucatan
Reported by: James Reddell
caves of the Yucatan Peninsula
This trip was conceived to be an initial survey of the caves
in preparation for a book on the caves
caves of Yucatan. Since my PhD Dissertation is on the
cave fauna of the Yucatan Peninsula it was planned to combine mapping and exploration
cave
of caves
caves with extensive collections. No real plans were included to do work in other parts
of Mexico, with the exception of completing the map of Cueva del Nacimiento del RIo
San Antonio, Oaxaca. The accident mentioned below modified our plans somewhat and
we explored a few caves en route to Yucatan. This trip report includes only the nonYucatan part of this trip. A preliminary report on the caves of Yucatan will be included
in the next issue of the AMCS Newsletter.
We left Austin at 7:00 a.m., drove to Reynosa where we were refused
16-23 February: We
We drove on to
admission into Mexico because we lacked $100.00 per person per month. We
Brownsville and crossed. Near Nautla, Veracruz, David fell asleep at the wheel and the car
ended up in the bottom of the ditch with the left front wheel gone, the underside generally
wiped out, and a few minor cuts and bruises. A wrecker finally arrived and we were taken
to Poza Rica. It being David's birthday we sang Happy Birthday to him as we sat in the
Blazer being towed into Poza Rica. We
We got a room and spent the night there. After two
days we were finally told the Blazer must go to Mexico City for repairs. So we took the
bus to Mexico City, expecting to be there a couple of days. After continual hassles
hassles with
insurance
insuran~e men, mechanics, etc., it was the weekend and we were assured the truck would
be ready on Monday.
24 February: David and I took the bus to Villa Juarez, Puebla, where we had a good
cave lead. A long walk down a canyon to the west of town led for 3 km to a cave
cave referred
to as "Cueva de la Mona." This is actually three small caves,
caves, each distinct from the rest.
Cueva Tunel de la Mona is a tunnel about 13 m long and good only as a pleasant place
for a picnic. Cueva Grillo de la Mona is a small crawlway about 10m long. The third
cave, Cueva Vampiros de la Mona is a pit located immediately inside a small crawlway
entrance. A 3 m drop leads into a small room 3 m in diameter and 7 m high containing
a large vampire bat colony. A pit on the left side drops unclimbably for about 7 m. The
cave is hot and oppressive and so not promising. The walk out of the 200 m deep canyon
was not bad and we admired the many waterfalls which could be seen along the walk.
Three other caves
caves were reported locally: Cueva de la Xochipila is a sacred cave near
town, but is probably a rock shelter. Cueva del Tigre (Rinc6n del Tigre) is also near town
and also apparently a rock shelter. The third cave is (naturally) "una legua" away since
it is supposedly very large. From here we caught the bus back to Mexico City.
We were given
given constant
25-27 February: Monday came with the car still unrepaired. We
visas extended
assurances it will be ready "manana." Finally on the 27th we get our visas
and exhaust ourselves seeing Mexico City.
We took the Metro and then a streetcar to the outlying city of Ixtapalapa,
28 February: We
We were directed to a lava cave on the side of Cerro de la
still in the Distrito Federal. We
Estrella. This cave has no known local name although it is frequented by all of the local
people. A sloping entrance leads down into a small room. A crawl from this room leads
into a complex of small breakdown-floored rooms and crawlways. The total explored
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length was about 150 m, but many leads were left unchecked. The cave was very dusty
and the ceiling was matted with fine roots and longer roots hung from the ceiling in
many places. The cave is formed in a very irregular lava, refilled by rubble and silt and
is now being re-excavated. In few places can solid rock be seen. The walls of the cave
show the evidence of very heavy traffic through it by the presence of much graffiti.
We had been warned away from this area because of many hoodlums. We
We laughed about
this until we were standing at the streetcar stop and a large rock thrown with great force
sailed between our heads, barely missing
missing one of us. Fortunately the streetcar arrived, we
climbed on, and returned to our hotel.
1-2 March: We spent two more days hassling with the mechanics, visiting bookstores
to buy Mexican state maps, and visiting the Universidad Aut6noma de Mexico. Lack of
parts prevented the car from being ready.
3 March: It being the weekend and nothing being done on the car we took the bus to
Orizaba and in the afternoon went out to Tlilapan inquiring about caves.
caves. We
We spent the
night in Orizaba.
We mapped Cueva del Ojo de Agua de Tlilapan (see map) and made extensive
4 March: We
collections of its very rich fauna. The cave is entered above a nacimiento called Ojo de
Negra. The cave consists essentially of a large entrance room floored with
Agua or Agua Negra.
breakdown, an inner Lake Room to the right, a large Bat Room and smaller Inner Bat
Room, and finally a small Formation Room. After completing the map we returned to
Orizaba. David
hassling with the car.
David returned to Mexico City to finish hassling
Macinga. This
S March: The rest of us returned to Tlilapan and began a map of Cueva Macinga.
stream cave
cave is also known to us by the name "Cueva del Agua de Tlilapan" and to the
Italian biospeleologists (Valerio Sbordoni and Roberto Argano) as Cueva del Ojo de Agua
de Tlila:pan n. 2. Cueva Macinga,
Macinga, however, is the universally used local name. The main
entrance to the cave is about 3 m high and 2.5 m wide. A large stream pours from the
entrance, runs through a culvert under the road, and over as m drop to the river below.
The main passage
passage is extremely irregular in cross section and ranges from 1.5 to 5 m wide
and from 2 to 7 m high. The water depth is usually about 1 m. The air temperature was
65°F and the water temperature 64°F. One principal side passage,
passage, a crawlway to the
right, ends after about 50 m. A major breakdown has occurred about 100 m from the
entrance. Beyond this point the water depth is 3 m or more. The passage
passage contmues at
least 50 m beyond this point but lack of flotation gear prevented further exploration
or mapping. We
We returned to Orizaba for the night.
6 March: Stuart and I climbed about 30 m up on the side of Cerro Borrego, a hill
overlooking Orizaba. Here is the vertical entrance of Cueva del Soldado. A 3 m drop leads
to a ledge across which a large formation has fallen. A second drop of 3 m leads to a
ledge and then a slope to the actual bottom of the entrance sink. A crevice 1 m wide and
3 m long drops 5 m to a sloping passage
passage 5 m long where a 7 m drop leads to a slope to
another 7 m drop which is barely climbable. At the bottom of this drop two additional
drops on the same crevice lead down to a mud-floored end. The walls of the entire
crevice are lined with calcite crystals. The total depth of the cave is about 40 m. The
cave
cave was reportedly used to cache weapons and ammunition during the Revolution.
7 March: We took the bus to Ojo Zarco near Orizaba. We first visited Cueva de los
Vampiros, a small cave about 300 m from a spring near Ojo Zarco. The area en route
to the cave is park-like and frequented by people from the nearby towns. Cueva de los
Vampiros is made up of two small rooms and many vampire bats. Total length is only
about 10m. A steep climb up the hillside leads to a prominent shelter cave, called by
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Cave. This small cave is about 10m long, 7 m wide, and 5 m high. From
us the Lower Cave.
this shelter a steep cliff rises 50-75 m. A precipitous climb of 15 m leads to the Balc6n
del Diablo. A spectacular view of Citlatapetl may be had from this point. The back of
the balcony contains the entrance to Cueva del Diablo. The entrance passage
passage is rockfloored and leads after about 30 m into one end of a large passage
passage up to 15 m high.
From this point a steep muddy passage
passage leads up to the right for 15 m, turns to the
left and slopes steeply down, making a circle to appear at the bottom of a 3 m deep
pit at the base of the slope up to the right. The main cave passage
passage extends from the
pit
passage 7 to 15 m high and 7 to 10m wide.
pIt for 200 m as a mud and rock-floored passage
It slopes up for its entire length and finally ends abruptly. The cave contains much
trash and has been frequently visited by local people. It is badly in need of mapping.
8 March: David
David finally arrived and we left for AcatIan
Acatlan and Campo Chico. We began
We went back to the point in
mapping Cueva del Nacimiento del RIO San Antonio. We
the main side passage
passage where we had stopped surveying on our previous trip. The passage continued for 90 m to a major intersection. We
We mapped to the right for 120 m
passage to the right extends
to another junction. A narrow high joint-controlled passage
passage continues 360 m before ending in a large siphoned
90 m and ends. The main passage
passage was then returned to and surveyed. This passage
lake. The bypassed side passage
passage is in
many ways the most attractive in the cave.
cave. The floor is of bottomless green water
with barren walls
walls and bizarre solutional features, including pinnacles and pendants
passages end
enrl
hanging down into the water. After 300 m the passage
passage forks and both passages
fairly quickly. On the way out we surveyed a passage
passage we had earlier left unexplored.
This was a complex of fissures
fissures and crawls ending after about 180 m. Exploration
ended at the bottom of a breakdown-filled room. This passage
passage probably eventually
connects to the first side passage
passage off of the main side passage.
passage.
cave as described above.
9 March: We completed the map of the cave
10 March: We were guided to Cueva de las Maravillas by the owner of Rancho
Acatlan, The cave is a small
Campo Chico. This cave is located on the road back to Acatlan.
opening on a thickly-jungled hillside. A drop leads down into a complex of walking
and crawling passages
passages from which one main passage
passage was followed. This passage
passage was
flat-floored, 5 to 10m wide, and 3 to 10m high. It was paced for 1000 m and steadily
became larger. Lack of time and a determination to map it later led us to exit at this
point. We returned to Campo Chico and finished work in San Antonio. We left the
cave thinking we had completed it. Later Peter Strickland and others found a way
through the breakdown at the end of the main cave passage
passage and reported that it
continued the same size as before the breakdown. They explored to a large lake
requiring flotation equipment.
While
11 March - 14 May: We drove to Merida, via the ruins of Palenque, Chiapas. While
in Yucatan we explored about 60 caves,
caves, mapped all or part of 22 caves,
caves, including
Actun Xpukil, Actun Kaua, Grutas de Xtacumbilxunam, and Cenote Aka Chen.
given us many leads. The last part of the trip to
Reconnaissance of many areas has given
severe cases of amoebic
Yucatan, however, was marred by much illness including severe
dysentery.
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Persons: James Reddell and J. Mark Rowland
Date: 19-27 July 1973
Destination: Eastern Mexico
Reported by: James Reddell
While
While en route to Yucatan James Reddell and J. Mark Rowland, both graduate students in biology at Texas Tech University, stopped at a few caves and made collections in
these as well as at several surface localities. We
We left Austin on July 19, drove to near
Monterrey and slept. From here we drove to Chorros del Agua and collected ricinuleids
on the surface below Cueva de Chorros del Agua. We
We then drove to the Nacimiento del
Frfo and slept. In the morning we collected ricinuleids and other arachnids on the
RIo FrIo
We then drove on to EI Salto, west of Antiguo Moresurface above Cueva de la Florida. We
los. We
We made surface collections below the falls and then drove on to Cueva de La Lagunita. This cave is located about 25 km NE of Cd. Mafz
MaIz and consists of two rooms. A
sloping entrance which receives much flood water leads over breakdown into the main
room. This room is about 40 m long, 10m wide, and 5 m high. Along the left side a crevice leads down into a second room about 15 m long,S m wide, and 8 m high and containing a stream. The stream emerges from breakdown and quickly ends in a siphon. From
here we drove to Valles and then up into the mountains above Xilitla to Laguna Colorado,
Queretaro. We
We made extensive surface collections and examined many small sinks but
found nothing of value. We
We camped here and then in the morning of July 22nd drove
We first collected in Cueva de EI
EI Ocote, Hidalgo, a small road-side cave and then
south. We
in a small cave by the side of the highway at Puerto Zorro. From here we drove through
Mexico City to Puebla and then on into Tabasco to Grutas del Cocona.
Cocona, This impressive
commercial cave is about 1000 m long, contains several unchecked leads, a large lake,
and is in serious need of mapping. We
We made an excellent collection here and then drove
on to the ruins of Palenque where we met Dr. Robert Mitchell, his wife Rexell, their
three children (Robert, Sharon, and Scott), a Tech student, Deborah Denson, and a
Japanese flatworm specialist, Dr. Masaharu Kawakatsu. Since they were all staying in
a small Airstream house trailer Mark and I retired to Palenque where we got a cheap
hotel room. The next day we made local collections and visited the ruins. On July 26th
we drove 15 km SE of Palenque to the Cataracta Monteapa. This is a spectacular waterfall below which are great boiling rapids. A large cave entrance from which a stream
emerges could be seen across the river, but the flood-stage river made it impossible to
reach the cave. It is reported to extend back to a large lake. On the 27th we left Palenque and drove through Campeche to Merida, Yucatan. Mark picked up his wife at the
airport and made a leisurely return trip to the United States. I remained in Yucatan
and collected in surface and cave localities until the 15th of August when I returned
to Austin. The Yucatan part of this trip will be included in my summary of the caves
visited in Yucatan to be published in the next issue of the AMCS
AMCS Newsletter.
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Persons: John Donavan, Peter Lord, Mike Boon, Joan Becket, Peter Strickland, and
Blake Harrison
Date: 9-20 September 1973
Destination: S6tano de la Joya de Salas, Tamaulipas
Reported by: Blake Harrison
This trip was pretty much an international affair. Peter and John were from England,
Michel Boon and Joan Becket were from Canada, and their lost guides, Peter Strickland
and I, from Austin. Within a day and a half, the six of us were on our way for about two
weeks of Mexican caving.
caving. Peter offered to take his Speleo Power Wagon.
Wagon. We
We knew we
would be doing quite a lot of four-wheel driving due to the road conditions and time of
year. It was close to the end of the rainy season there. Well,
Well, the road WAS rough.
We had no difficulty crossing the border and drove on into the night towards Encino, our first destination. After a wrong tum at Victoria or somewhere and a flat tire
that lasted approximately 200 yards after being fixed by a "friendly" local, we were
ready to see Encino.
We
We arrived at Encino ready to go, with a full tank of gas
gas and prepared for the fourto six-hour ride to Joya de Salas.
Salas. Part way up the road we met a road crew, which meant
that from there on we were the first vehicle up the road since the rainy season had started. The road was untraveled but not impassable. Near the middle of the afternoon, we
were at a place that a couple of us recognized, but we weren't sure whether or not it
logging roads everywhere. The next morning, John and
was the right road. There were logging
I left camp on foot (due to the fuel supply) hoping to find Joya de Salas and the right
road from where we were. Three hours later, he and I were at the pit. It was taking quite
We started back to the
a bit of water. This lowered our hopes of a successful caving trip. We
truck and arrived five
five hours later, extremely tired.
The next morning we drove on into the town of Joya. We
We were greeted by many
of the locals and a note at the entrance saying that we needed permission from Sr.
Carlos Hernandez who lived in Cd. Mante. Well,
Well, we weren't about to drive back to Mante
to ask, so we checked with several of the locals and acquired suitable permission.
Arriving finally at the pit, we were greeted with the pleasure of seeing no water
entering the pit's recesses. It took us several hours to prepare ourselves for the drop and
get it properly rigged
rigged and padded. We
We had nine bags that had to be lowered into the
pit. Our plan was to spend around five
five days in the cave or until it was pushed to the
end. Quite a task, or so we thought, since the area around Joya has close to 3000 ft
of limestone for the water to drain. The job of getting all the bags into the cave
cave and
We camped about 850 feet underground, at
down to base camp took nearly 12 hours. We
We were surprised to
the bottom of the last major pitch in the cave, a 230-foot drop. We
find water at the entrance to the passage we were to be using for the next several days;
there was air space (not much) but passable. Luckily for us, the water had receded by
the next morning. But we were still prepared for some swimming. All had wet suits to
passage involved.
keep warm in, due to the amount of water passage
Our first day of caving
caving was filled with mapping about 700 m of walking passage
and exploring several
several other side passages.
passages. Our tired crew returned and slept for ten
hours. It's nice to wake up in totally pitch-darkness; if you want, you can just go back
to bed.
Our second day in the cave was filled checking out some more leads, none of
which went. One crew had planned to blast out a small rimstone dam that was block-
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ing passage
passage beyond, but the water was just too high to blast safely, so that attempt
failed. The lead that Pete Lord and I checked didn't go. Again tired, we returned to camp
to get some rest and leave the cave the next day.
Our third day from noon until midnight was spent with the grueling task of hauling
up all the gear we had brought with us. We
We didn't even
We were really tired that night. We
get all of the bags up, so we finished the next morning. By noon we were ready to leave
Joya. The locals, as always, were there giving
giving us farewells and asking us for our spare
water jugs. We
We gave
gave them some and left the town by noon. Many hours later, after getting stuck once, we were in Encino. It sure was good to see the pavement again, especially since we were about to have another flat.
The next day I took the bus from Monterrey back to Austin since I was supposed
to have been at work two days earlier. The rest of the crew spent the remaining few
days touristing and visiting Gruta del Palmito.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(3):4-5.
Persons: Blake Harrison, Peter Sprouse
Date: 20-21
20-21 October 1973
Destination: La Gruta del Precipicio
Reported by: Peter Sprouse
caving partner in Austin Friday night, we decided
After being unable to find a third caving
leave for Bustamante Canyon about 9 p.m. Arriving in the early hours, we
nevertheless to leave
slept at Ojo de Agua. Arising late, we didn't start the long hike until 1 p.m. Saturday.
There was another truck from Texas in the parking area so we expected company in the
cave.
cave.
Our objective was to gather additional data for the big room sketch at the rear of
the cave
cave in order to complete the map. Gruta del Precipicio is high up on the side of
Bustamante Canyon and requires a steep rocky hike of over two thousand feet in elevaelevation change.
After two hours and 45 minutes of hiking and scrambling, we arrived at the cave
entrance. We
We left our backpack just inside the mouth, removed our ropes from it and
We had only gone about 100 feet into the cave when Blake, who
started into the cave. We
was leading, slipped while negotiating a five-foot high sloping climb down. He had his
arm behind him on a handhold and when he slipped, his arm twisted behind him and
While we were
apparently pulled his upper arm bone out of its socket at the shoulder. While
cave. It consisted of
analyzing his injury, the other group returned from the back of the cave.
two cavers from Laredo, Tom Addison and David. Together we returned to the entrance,
where we attempted to massage the bone back into place, with no success. Not knowing
whether the bone might be broken or if any internal bleeding was occuring, we decided
to start down the mountain immediately.
Blake was in considerable pain and was forced to keep his arm in one certain position
for the pain to be bearable. This made the steep descent a difficult task, which even under
normal conditions is rather tricky. The Laredo cavers helped by carrying down Blake's
vertical gear and machete. Leaving
Leaving the entrance at 4:30 p.m., we were slowed by several
give Blake a top tension beclimbs down which normally are no problem. On one I had to give
lay and lower down my pack containing rope, water and caving
caving gear.
The sun set about three quarters of the way down the mountain, and we reached our
vehicle after three hours of hiking. The Laredo cavers, who had gotten down fifteen
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minutes ahead of us, left for home. After a short rest, we prepared to head for the border
also. I gave Blake two Darvon (pain killers) to ease his pain.
We
We stopped at a restaurant in the town of Bustamante for a refresco and talked with
We then hauled ass for Laredo
some Mexicans who had a map of La Gruta del Palmito. We
and the hospital there. Speeding through Customs, we got to the hospital at 1 a.m. Sunday. After an hour and 15 minutes of waiting and red tape examinations, we found out
they couldn't do anything until morning because the X-ray room was closed and the right
doctor wasn't there. So we decided to drive on to Austin and a decent hospital, despIte
despite the
difficulty in staying awake to drive. We
We got to Austin just as dawn was breaking. After 15
hours, Blake's arm finally got proper medical attention. They administered muscle-relaxing
drugs and pulled the bone back into the socket. We
We left the hospital shortly after 9 a.m.
We broke one of the primary rules of caving by
Most accident reports need a moral. We
going with only two people. Fortunately, there were other cavers on the spot, but things
could have easily been different. The fall could have been in the rear of the cave instead
of the front, and the injury could have as easily been an incapacitating spinal break. In
such a circumstance, I would have had to leave him alone, ascend the two drops, climb
down the mountain and find the nearest long-distance phone to call the Waco cave rescue
number. What had been 15 hours until treatment could have been 48.
Also evident to us was our obvious lack of first air knowledge. We
We didn't know
which direction we should pull the arm to get it back into the right place. The whole ordeal pointed to the usefullness of the Texas Speleological Association first aid and rescue
practice sessions.
-Reprinted from UTG News, 6(3):5·6
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LA
LA GRUTA DEL
DEL PRECIPICIO
by Mike Walsh
Walsh
High up on a cliff near the southern end of El Canon de Bustamante, Nuevo Le6n,
Mexico, several large holes look down on cavers and locals alike. For many years cavers
have questioned the locals only to find out how little they knew. Jim McLane and Charles
Fromen of the Rice Grotto made an attempt in 1968 to reach what the locals called El
Volcano Unfortunately they were unable to reach the vertical series of caves
caves on the cliff.
Many cavers saw the holes but none were able to reach them until December 30, 1972,
when Wayne Russell (Alamo Area Chapter), John Graves (A.A.C.), and John Parker
(Wales, Great Britain) finally reached the mouth of the cave. Wayne and crew had first
tried a frontal attack. Upon reaching sheer vertical cliffs, they found that the entrance
was still 120 m above them. They had tried following the ridge to the right of the
was
entrance but were stopped 60 m from the entrance by alSO m drop. It was on the third
trip that the trio finally reached the entrance by going up the hill south of the cave and
coming down a steep talus slope which ended at the cave.
cave.
Six hundred and ten meters above the road the entrance stood waiting. A thick layer
of powdery dust on the floor gave proof to the hope that they were the first to enter the
cave. The dust, in some places reaching one-half meter in depth, collapsed everywhere the
cave.
cavers set foot.
cavers
The entire upper level was covered with this dust. From the large entrance the passage remains about 6 m in diameter for most of the 450 m to the big drop. The walls are
age
smooth and mostly devoid of formations in the upper level. After going down a 45 m
drop, they were in a large canyon passage 15 to 20 m wide and up to 30 m high. The
canyon passage is well decorated with large white popcorn formations. In the direction
of the cliff the passage becomes impossible to follow after a couple of hundred meters.
The passage
passage running deeper into the mountain has a 12 m drop after 300 m of walking
passage.
passage.
This extremeley dangerous drop overlooks a large room 60 m long, 40 m wide, and
up to 70 m high. At the far side of the room it is necessary to climb a steep breakdown
mountain to reach the Big
Big Room.
The first mapping trip was led by Wayne Russell (Alamo Area Chapter) in late January 1973. Included in the group were John Graves (A.A.C.), Mike Walsh
Walsh (Southwest
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Texas Grotto, A.A.C.), Steve Fleming (A.A.C., S.W.T.G.), Keith Reuss (S.W.T.G.), and
Stan Moerbe (S.W.T.G.).
(S.W.T.G.). Only the first mapping trip will be recounted here since complete dates and personnel will be listed on the map when it is completed.
On this and other trips we arrived Friday from the States and started up Saturday
morning. After a three hour climb to the cave
cave we mapped the cave to the large drop.
rigged the drop. We
We had checked and mapped every lead
Following a few hours sleep we rigged
passage, but none of the side passages
passages had been extensive. After doing the
in the upper passage,
45 m drop we continued mapping the main passage.
passage. Around 3 o'clock Sunday morning
we stopped mapping and went to explore the Big
Big Room. After exploring for 2 hours
and mapping for 13 hours we then returned to the entrance to sleep. Three hours later
we came off the mountain and drove back to the States. This was to prove to be a typical trip. On later trips we mapped and checked every lead but one. This was an 8 m
vertical shaft just off the main passage.
passage. Frankly, we were afraid of what we might find.
Big Room was such a large task that we felt we should finish it
The mapping of the Big
first. The large room is 170 m long, 45 m wide, and up to 30 m high. It is filled with
large Carlsbad type formations up to 30 m high and 10m in diameter. At the far end
of the large room the ceiling drops and the large breakdown mountain goes downward.
In this 60 by 30 m section of the cave
cave thousands of small delicate formations can be
found. Large white flowstones, curtains and columns decorate this area. What about the
Big Room, 14 members of the
lead we bypassed? Shortly after we finished mapping the Big
AMCS pushed the passage.
passage. It proved to go downward for about 75 m of vertical distance
until two holes too small to enter were reached. The holes were blowing large amounts
of air.
cave? First it is a major cave.
cave. It is over 700 m long
What is the significance of this cave?
and over 150 m deep. It has large rooms and is well-decorated. Most important is that
it proves that northern Mexico still has fantastic caves left to be discovered. The cave
is easy weekend material, and due to the location and the drops, it will be protected
from vandalism by the locals. Spurred on by this new success, AMCS
AMCS cavers have recently
caves are out there. All we have to do is find
located another cave near Monterrey. The caves
them.

CUEVA DE LA SIERRA PARTIDA
CantU, Jr.
by Amador Cantu,
Cueva de la Sierra Partida is located on the north slope of the old volcano, La Sierra
Partida, which is about 13 km west of Ocampo, Tamaulipas. The cave was formed when
the lava flow solidified and the inside remained viscous and flowed out, leaving a void.
The three entrances were formed when the ceiling of a large room collapsed. There is
lava. This cave is located in the same
much red lava, indicating a high iron content in the lava.
lava bed as "Cueva de los Secundarios," but is almost directly in the main remnants of
the cone.
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The cave was first entered by Jim Clements and me with one butane lighter. We
We
followed the cave until we decided to get back in case the others became worried
worried.. The
cave was revisited in June 1973 and mapped by Peter Strickland, Paul Duncan, Edna
Garcia, Glenda Dawson, Jim Clements
Clements,, and me (see map). There are a few bats in the
cave as well as a sort of fly larva that lives on some sort of web. There are also some
white moths in the same section of the cave as the larvae. The cave continues past station 50, but due to the sharp lava and low ceiling it was impossible to continue. There
was, however, an air flow at that point.
To my knowledge this is the longest lava tube mapped in Mexico
Mhico (about 850 m
or 2788 ft), but the length should be exceeded by one of several other lava tubes
nearby, which have only been partially explored.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS ON MEXICAN
MEXICAN SPELEOLOGY
This is to be a regular feature of the AMCS Newsletter. For each newsletter we will
include as many abstracts of current publications on Mexican speleology as is possible.
These will include articles in both the scientific literature and in popular caving and noncaving publications. Although biology will predominate because of our greater knowledge
of the literature we will include as many abstracts of articles in other disciplines as we
are able to locate or which are pointed out to us. The current listing includes only articles
published during 1973. A second installment of 1973 listings will be included in the next
newsletter. Eventually we hope to include abstracts of all articles on Mexican speleology
published during 1973 and to maintain a current listing from the beginning of 1974 on.
We eagerly solicit people to send us copies or references to articles which may appear in
We
local grotto publications or in magazines or newspapers.
Abstracts
Ashworth, A.C. 1973. Fossil beetles from a fossil
fossil wood rat midden in western Texas.
Coleopterists' Bull., 27(3):139-140.
The ptinid beetle, Niptus abstrusus Spilman, is reported from a fossil wood rat
midden in a cave
cave in Texas. The species is also known from three caves in northern
Coahuila, Mexico.
Boon, Mike. 1973. A note on "Finn's Magic
Magic Sinks," Cenalho. Canadian Caver, 5(1):48-50.
5(1 ):48-50.
This brief article includes the description of a very large, unnamed, river cave in
the vicinity of Cenalho, Chiapas. The cave is reported to be very large and to contain a deep river. It was explored for about 1000 ft before exploration stopped.
caves in the Cenalho area is included.
A location map of caves
Brignoli, Marcello. 1973. Note sulla morfologia dei genitali degli Schizomidi e diagnosi
preliminari di due nuove specie del Messico
Messico (Arachnida, Schizomida). Fragmenta
Entomologica, 9( 1): 1-9.
This paper discusses the use of the female genitalia as a diagnostic character in the
identification and description of schizomids. Appended to it are brief descriptions
(based only on females) of Schizomus arganoi n.sp. from Cueva de la Golondrina,
Bochil, Chiapas; and Schizomus sbordonii n.sp. from Cueva de Ojo de Agua Grande,
Paraje Nuevo, Veracruz.
Darilek, Glenn. 1973. San Pedro de Iturbide. Texas Caver, 18(2):36, map.
This brief article includes a report of two trips to Las Grutas de San Pedro de lturbide, Nuevo Le6n, for the purpose of mapping the cave.
cave. A map is included of this
175m long cave.
Elliott, W.R., and R.W.Mitchell.
R.W.Mitchell. 1973. Temperature preference responses of some aquatic,
cave-adapted crustaceans from Central Texas and northeastern Mexico. Internatl. J.
Speleol., 5(2): 171-189.
In addition to four species of crustaceans (amphipods and isopods) from caves in
Central Texas specimens of Speocirolana bolivari (Rioja) from Grutas de Quintero,
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Tamaulipas, were studied to detennine
determine their temperature preference responses. It
was found that S. bolivari had a weak preference for 20°-30°C.
20° -30°C. It is speculated
that this species may retain its temperature selectivity because of a slow rate of
cave-adaptation.
earthworms (Annelida). No. 8-The
Gates, G.E. 1973. Contributions to North American earthwonns
earthworm genus Octolasion in America. Bull. Tall Timbers Res. Sta., 14:29-50.
This revisionary study of the genus Octolasion in North America includes records
of O. tyrtaeum (Savigny) from four caves near Valle de los Fantasmas, San Luis
Potosf.
Gay, C.T.E. 1973. Olmec hieroglyphic writing. Archaeology, 26(4):278-288.
The use of the Olmec cave sign is discussed, along with other aspects of Olmec hieroglyphic writing. Photographs of petroglyphs from Grutas de Juxtlahuaca, Guerrero,
and from the cave Sanctuary of the Pictographs, at Chalcachinga, Morelos, are
included.
Grove, D.C. 1973. Olmec altars and myths. Archaeology, 26(2): 128-135.
This article includes a discussion of the Olmec paintaings in the Oxtotitlan Cave,
Guerrero. Two of the more interesting paintings, including the unique man-Jaguar
union, are reproduced. The significance of the Olmec use of caves as ceremonial
centers is discussed.
Holt, P.C. 1973. A summary of the branchiobdellid (Annelida: Clitellata) fauna of
Mesoamerica. Smithsonian Contr. to Zool., 142.40 pp.
Included in this comprehensive review of the branchiobdellids of Mesoamerica
are two species from caves in Mexico. Cambarincola acudentatus
acudentatus n.sp. is described from off of Speocirolana bolivari and S.
S. pelaezi
pelaezi in Grutas de Quintero,
Tamaulipas. Cambarincola susanae n.sp. is described from off of Procambarus
acutus cuevachicae at Cueva Chica, San Luis Potosf.
Howden, H.F. 1973. Four new species of Onthophagus from Mexico and the United
States (Coleoptera; Scarabaeidae). Proc. Entomol. Soc. Washington, 75 :329-337.
Included is the description of Onthophagus cuevensis, n.sp., from Cueva de las
Avales, San Luis PotosI,
Potosi, and Cueva de Rancho del Cielo n. 7, Tamaulipas. This
species was also taken from an epigean locality, but it is most frequently found
associated with bat guano.
Jones, J.K., Jr., J.D.Smith, and H.H.Genoways. 1973. Annotated checklist of mammals
of the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico. I. Chiroptera. Occ.Pap. Mus. Texas Tech Univ.,
13.3lpp.
Cave records for eighteen species of bats in the state of Yucatan are included in
this useful summary. In addition to new records all older cave records of live and
fossil bat occurrences are included.
McLain, Jim. 1973. Depressing discoveries or The more agonizing aspects of cave exploring. Texas Caver, 18(4): 104-105.
This article recounts the frustrations of trying to locate and explore the fabled
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cave, El Volcan, in Bustamante Canyon, Nuevo Leon. This cave later was discovered and is now known by the name, Las Grutas del Precipicio.
Madill, Joe. 1973. A brief visit to the Sumidero Chicja and the Cueva de Agua Caliente.
50-51.
Canadian Caver, 5(1): 50-51.
A reconnaissance trip to two highly promising caves in Chiapas is briefly recounted.
Sumidero Chicja receives the waters of the RIo Chicja and was explored for only
a short distance. Exploration will require boats and wet suits. Cueva de Agua
Caliente contains a stream flowing out of a 40 ft high opening. A waterfall 800 ft
from the entrance stopped exploration, but other leads exist.
Magniez, Guy. 1973. Description du male de Mexistenasellus parzefalli (Crustacea
Isopoda Asellota cavernicole du Mexique) et observations sur cette espece. Internat1.
J. Speleo1., 5(2):163-170.
The male of the troglobitic stenasellid isopod, Mexistenasellus parzefalli Magniez,
from Cueva del Huizache, San Luis PotosI,
Potosf, is described.

Peck, S.B. 1973. A systematic revision and the evolutionary biology of the Ptomaphagus
(Adelops) beetles of North America (Coleoptera; Leiodidae; Catopinae), with emphasis
on cave-inhabiting species. Bull. Mus. Compo
Compo Zoo!.,
Zool., 145(2):29-162.
This monographic treatment of the North American Ptomapahagus (Adelops)
beetles includes the description or redescription of all known Mexican cavern
caverniicolo us forms. Ptomaphagus cavernicola cavernicola Schwarz, a troglophile, is
colous
P. cavernicola aditus, n.subsp.,
reported from Grutas del Palmito, Nuevo Leon. P.
is described from Cueva de la Boca, N.L. This subspecies is a troglophile with
reduced eyes. P.
P. gypsum, n.sp., a troglobite, is described from Resumidero de
P. troglomexicanus Peck, a troglobite described from Cueva de la
Pablillo, N.L. P.
Perra, Tamaulipas, is also reported from Cueva Chica de la Perra and Cueva de
la Mina, Tamps. P. elabra Peck, a troglophile described from Cueva de El Pachon,
Tamps., is now known from 19 caves in and near the Sierra de El Abra, San
Potosf and Tamaulipas. P. leo, n.sp., a trogloxene or troglophile known
Luis PotosI
from forest litter at Chipinque Mesa, Monterrey, N.L., is reported from a small
P. spelaeus
cave on Chipinque Mesa and from Cueva de Chorros de Agua, N.L. P.
(Bilimek), a troglophile, is redescribed. It is known from Grutas de Cacahuamilpa, Gruta de Acuitlapan, and Resumidero de RIo San Geronimo, Guerrero. In
addition to these described species specimens of an apparently undescribed
species are reported from Cueva de la Mina, Tamps. The evolution of the group
is discussed.
Rowland, J.M. 1973. A new genus and several new species of Mexican schizomids (Schizomida: Arachnida). Occ. Pap. Mus. Texas Tech Univ., 11. 23 pp.
In addition to three epigean species this paper includes the description of three new
Mexican cavernicole schizomids. Schizomus bartolo, n.sp., is described from Gruta de
San Bartolo, Nuevo Leon; S. firstmani, n.sp., is described from Grutas de Atoyac,
Veracruz; and S. pecki, n.sp., is described from Grutas del Cocona, Tabasco. It is
speculated that S.
S. bartolo and possibly S.
S. firstmani are troglobites.
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Russell, Bill. 1973. Mexico: What needs to be done. Texas Caver, 18(2):42-44.
This is a list of projects which need to be completed or initiated in northeastern
Mexico and specifically in the following areas: Sierra de El Abra, Sierra de Guatemala, Tamasopo Region, Ciudad del Maiz Region, Aquismon
Aquism6n Area, and Xilitla
Area. Included are areas needing to be investigated and caves needing to be mapped,
located, or remapped.
Russell, Wayne. 1973. Caves - 50 km into Mexico? Texas Caver, 18(4): 117.
This brief article speculates on the caving potential of the area in Coahuila, Mexico,
immediately south of Langtry and Comstock, Texas. The absence of roads and
people is mentioned as reasons for our lack of knowledge of this promising area.
Russell, Wayne. 1973. TCTTNSHB. Texas Caver, 18(2): 31-34.
The title of this article means "The Cave Trip That Never Should Have Been." It is
an account of a mass disorganized and potentially disastrous trip to S6tano
Sotano de
Vasquez, Tamaulipas. It emphasizes the need for extra care and small, tightly
organized groups in the exploration of a large Mexican pit.
Shawcross, Mike. 1973. Deep caves of the World. Canadian Caver, 5(1 ):61.
This list of the 31 deepest caves of the World, as of January 1, 1973, includes
S6tano
Sotano de San Agustin, Oaxaca, Mexico, which is 2009 ft (612 m) deep. It is
number 31 on the list.
Tracey, A.G. 1973. Sumidero de Tenejapa. Canadian Caver, 5(1 ):44-48.
This article is an account of the exploration of one of the many remarkable
river caves of Chiapas. Sumidero de Tenejapa was surveyed for a total length
of 4351.6 ft and a depth of 687.2 ft. Included is a fold-out map of the cave.
Walsh,
Walsh, Mike. 1973. Real de Catorce. Texas Caver, 18(1):6-7, map.
The potential of the well-known mining town of Real de Catorce, San Luis Potosi,
discussed in this article. One cave at the 108 m level of the Santa Anna mine was
visited and the 800 m long La Cueva-Mina
Cueva-Mina del Real de Catorce is described. This
tunnel-like cave, largely modified by mining activity is also used as a sewage drain.
A map of the cave is included.
AMCS. Texas Caver, 18(4):110-113.
Walsh,
Walsh, Mike. 1973. Texas Caver interviews AMCS.
AMCS Publications Editor Terry Raines. The interview
This is an interview with AMCS
emphasizes the aims and future plans of the Association for Mexican Cave Studies.
Hohlentieren. Untersuchungen
Wilkens, Horst. 1973. Ober das phylogenetische Alter von Hbhlentieren.
Susswasserfauna Yucatans. Z. f. zool. Systematik u. Evolutionsfortiber die cavernicole Strsswasserfauna
schung, 11(1
11 (1 ):49-60.
The degree of reduction of the eyes and pigment of three cave-dwelling Yucatan teleosts (Thyliasina pearsei, Furmastix infernalis, Rhamdia guatemalensis)
guatemalensisl and a shrimp
(Creaseria morleyi]
morleyi) are compared. The troglobites of marine derivation (T. pearsei,
C. morleyi) show most reduction. Whereas F.
F. infernalis, a secondary freshwater fish,
has an intermediate position, R. guatemalensis, a primary fresh-water fish, shows
hardly any reduction. The evolutionary significance of this is discussed and comparicom pari-
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son with the cave-dwelling
cave-dwelling populations of the blind fish Astyanax mexicanus is made.
Wygodzinsky, Pedro. 1973. Description of a new genus of cave
cave thysanuran from Texas
(Nicoletiidae, Thysanura, Insecta). American Mus.
Mus. Novitates, 2518. 8 pp.
A new genus Texoreddellia, is erected for the common Texas troglobitic thysanuran,
Nicoletia texensis Ulrich. This species has been reported from Grutas de Quintero,
Nicoletta
Tamaulipas, but the author of this paper questions the identity of these specimens.

REVIEWS
REVIEWS
M. Herak and V.T.
Karst; Important Karst Regions of the Northern Hemisphere, edited by M.
pages.
Springfield. Elsevier Publishing Co. 1972. 551 pages.
The book opens with a brief review of morphogeologic and hydrogeologic concepts,
beginning with Aristotle and continuing to the present. No conclusions are reached regarding either karst morphology or hydrogeology. Following this introductory material are
chapters on the karst of Yugoslavia,
Yugoslavia, Italy, France, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Rumania, USSR, Great Britain, Jamaica, and the United States. Maps of
the distribution of karst are included for all countries except Czechoslovakia and the USSR,
and a map of eastern Czechoslovakia is included showing all karst areas mentioned in the
text. For each country there is a discussion of most of the major and many of the minor
karst areas, frequently enhanced by photographs and geologic cross sections. This book is a
valuable reference for anyone interested in the distribution of karst; however, the large
give much of the space to
number of individual karst areas described force the authors to give
the geographical distribution of individual areas, leaving
leaving less room for information on
landforms and karst processes.
The great advantage of having descriptions of many karst areas conveniently gathered
in one source should be to facilitate comparison between areas, making it possible to evaluevaluate the effects of climate, stratigraphy and structure. All of these factors are complex, and
adequate descriptions of any karst area would require several pages on climate and geology.
Unfortunately, in the present volume much crucial information on individual karst areas
is omitted, probably due to lack of space. Typical are the four pages devoted to the Pyrenees in southern France. One page is a cross section of Pierre Saint-Martin and Gouffre
Berger (the influence of the underlying impervious rocks is not shown). The other three
pages outline the distribution of local karst areas: Corbieres, Sault, north Pyrenean, high
Pyrenean, and Basque country. Very brief descriptions are given
given of several caves, and there
is a brief enumeration of landforms, with one paragraph on the stratigraphy and two on
structure. No climatic data is given, hydrographs or even average spring flow, and there is
no chemical data as to hardness of water. Not indexed under Pyrenees and many pages
away in a separate section-because the karst is developed in Paleozoic rather than MesoMesozoic limestone-are two pages on the karst of the Conflent area in the eastern Pyrenees.
The authors' ambitious attempt to cover "Important karst regions of North America" means that many important karst areas are starved for space. Other areas are often
given
given a superficial treatment by authors not familiar with the region, leaving an erroneous impression in the mind of the reader. Mexico, which has important karst regions
in several climatic zones, is dismissed as follows (p. 11): "Investigations have been made
in all the karst areas in warm and humid climates. In addition to Java and Jamaica where
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already in the past investigations had been made, karst areas of southern China, IndoChina, Celebes, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Yucatan, Mexico, etc. have been studied. The karst
of all these areas is characterized by isolated steep hills ("mogotes" in Cuba)." Yucatan
is part of Mexico and its karst is not characterized by isolated steep hills. Most of the
karst of Mexico is at higher elevations with a temperate climate and mogote type hills
are rare. Tabasco has probably the only 'typically tropical' karst in Mexico. In the deDavis reports (p. 503) that "In
scription of the Edwards Plateau of the United States, Davis
the valleys cut into the margin of the plateau, broad solution depressions are common
at the junctions of tributaries." These features are not known among those familiar
with the area. Davis
Davis also states (p. 503) that "limestones adjacent to the south and eastern boundaries of the Edwards Plateau cover about 40,350 km 2 and more than 600
caves occur..." He apparently means the northern and western boundaries, as limestone
caves
is not exposed to the south and east of the Edwards Plateau. A table (p. 472) lists deep
shafts as a characteristic of the Edwards Plateau. There are only 5 shafts over 40 m
deep known in the 50,000 km 2 of the Edwards Plateau. I hope that the authors in other
countries did not feel the necessity to comment on areas in which they had not worked
assigning an
to "complete" the description of karst in their country, but I feel that assigning
author the karst of an entire country tends to force him to comment on all karst areas,
including those with which he is perhaps not familiar. Tighter editing could have also
eliminated with profit several
several of the space-consuming lists, such as the list of 60 French
authors "who have worked or still are working on karst."
This book performs a useful purpose in bringing together a vast amount of information on the karst of the countries it covers. If one is interested in the karst of Russia,
this would be a good place to start. If one has wondered whether the classic karst of
Yugoslavia is more spectacular than the familiar karst of his home region, this book
Yugoslavia
would probably answer his questions. But the karst worker who would like to compare solution rates in karst areas of different temperature, soil cover, and rainfall will
find that much of the essential data has not been included. Perhaps in the future a
series of books using this book as an introduction could be published, giving
giving detailed
information on individual karst areas.

Spelaion, ano 1, n. 1, May 1973. Grupo de Investigacion
Investigaci6n Espeleologica,
Espeleol6gica, Mexico. 19 pp.

This is the first issue of the official publication of the newly organized Mexican speInvestigaci6n Espeleologica.
Espeleol6gica. The first issue includes an editorial
leological group, El Grupo de Investigacion
Espeleologica and of Spelaion.
Spelaion.
explaining the goals of both the Grupo de Investigaci6n Espeleol6gica
This is followed by a translation of a section from E. A. Martell's Los Abismos. Other
articles include an account of diving in the Grutas de Juxtlahuaca, Guerrero; a brief disdiscussion on speleogenesis; a diagram of a respirator to be used to avoid inhaling histoplasman spores; and a brief account of the activities of the organization. The bulletin contains
an attractive color photograph on the cover and the printing is generally good.
It is exciting to see the appearance of a Mexican caving publication. It will hopefully
help to fill the vacuum in Mexican cave publications by the Mexican speleologists. We
We
sincerely hope that it will stimulate interest in caving
caving in Mexico by Mexicans, as well as
inspire serious scientific study of Mexican caves.
caves. We wish Spelaion the best of luck and
eagerly await future issues.
issues.
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